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Gwich'in Technical Report 

Introductjon 

The recommendations for standardizing Gwich•in orthography which are included in this 
report have been ntified by the Gwich'in speakers of Fort McPherson, NWr. Te 
important and fundamental decision that the new orthography (developed in Alaska and 
the Yukon) should be promoted in preference to the older McDonald orthography has 
been taken. 

Gwich'in is spoken across more political boundaries than the other northern Athapaskan 
languages. For this reason, and since the dialects arc mutually intelligible, decisions 
concerning orthography standan:liz.ation should ideally be made by speakers from all 
dialect areas. Furthermore, decisions need to be taken primarily by those familiar with 
the issues and by elders. This demands the active involvement of language teachers, and 
all those who arc literate in both onhographies. 

Some of the questions which have been addressed in standardizing the Gwich'in writing 
system include: 

-Should Gwich'in speakers in Alaska, the Yukon and the NWr use the same 
symbols and conventions when writing their language? 

-Should variation between speakers within a community and between communities 
be encoded in the writing system, or should standard, nonvariable spellings be used? 

-Should redundant information (such as word initial glottal stop) be included in the 
writing system, and if so, to what degree should the writing system be redundant? 

-Should phonetic altcmants of a given lexical item be represented in the same way 
at all times? For example, in Gwich'in, should the different pronunciations of the prefix 
meaning ttmy" be written, or should this prefix be written in one consistent way, and 
language learners be taught that there are different pronunciations possible? 

The recommendations given in this report have been guided by several premises: 

-That Gwich'in orthography confonn as much as is reasonably possible with that 
of other Athapaskan languages. 

-That general linguistic principles influence what might otherwise be' arbitrary 
decisions. 

-That any decisions taken be practically feasible, that is that such changes as may 
be required be implemented with a minimum amound of effon on the part of already 
literate Gwicb'in speakers. 

-That already existing writing symbols and conventions be taken into account when 
making decisions. 

[ 

[ 
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1.0 On definina the Gwich'jp alphabet symbols 

1.1 Re.place tbe symbol< ? >with the symbol<'>. 

The symbol <7> st.ands for a sound which is called a glottal stop. It sounds like a 
popping noise. In Alaska, this sound is written using a single quote mark<'>. 
Consonants which are pronounced with a popping noise, also known as glottalized 
consonants, are to be written with a single quote mark following the consonant symbol. 
These consonants are: < t' U' tth' ts' ch' tsh' ts' k' n'>. 

Standard: at'an' 
nin' 
ts'ee nakal' 
echl' 

1.2 Continue to use< kh >instead of< x >. 

leaf 
moss 
raspberries 
corpse, carcass 

The sound which has been written using <kh> in Gwichtin is written using <x> in other 
Dene languages in the NWf. Since the symbol <kh> is also used in Alaska, it is 
retained for Gwich'in in the NWf. 

Standard: khah 
kheh 
khoo' 

packsack 
goose 

raft 

1.3 Continue to write Ion& vowels as double vowels. 

Long vowels have traditionally been written as double vowels in all the Dene languages, 
and so will continue to be written this way. 

Standard: naagaii beads 
neekaii two 
aat'oo birch 
gwitshii front 
aghoo eggs 
guuk'ih their tracks 

1.4 Write nasal vowels with a subscript hook wherever they are pronounced. 

In the dialects spoken in the NWf, nasal vowels are only pronounced in prefixes (i.e. a 
part that is added onto the beginning of a word). Compare the following examples from 
Fort Yukon and Fort McPherson: 
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EQQYukon Eml McPherson 
tau taii dog 
daazrQu daraii swan 
naag,u naagaii beads 

Nasal vowels do not show up in the Fon McPherson dialect except in prefixes, as 
shown below in these words from this dialect: 

attsih 
n,htsih 
ahtsih 

rm making it 
You're making it 
He's making it 

For dialects of the NWT, nasal vowels should be marked with a subscript hook 
wherever they are pronounced. 

Standard: You're making it 

1.5 Use the symbols < zr > and < sr > rather than the symbols < zhr > and 
<she>. 

Use the symbols <ZC> and <SC> instead of the symbols <ZhC> and <Shr> at all times. 
This simplifies the writing system. 

Standard: zraii 
sriijaa 

black 
gray ling 

1.6 Use tbe symbols < U > and < U' > rather tban the symbols < ti > and 
< ti' ?. 

In the other NWf Dene writing systems, these sounds have always been written 
< dl U U'>. All Dene writing systems, including Gwich'in, also use the 
symbols< 1 t >. 

Standard: daattih 
tt'oo 

soap 
grass 
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1 .7 Any seqveoces of '1ottalized consonant followed by M should be written < C'y > 
ratbcr tban < Cy' >. 

The single quote mark which follows a glottalized consonant should be written right after 
the consonant Since a [y] cannot be glottalized, the quote mark should not follow the 
[y ]. Although Alaskan writers follow this convention. it is inaccurate, and should not be 
used by Gwich'in writers in the NWT. 

Standard: dinjii zhuh k'yuu 
gwich'yaa' 

1.8 Retain the symbols < u > and < uu > I 

native language 
clothing 

While it is possible to write these sounds in different ways. for example as <io> and 
<ioc». these changes would be too great for already literate Gwich'in speakers. 
Therefore the traditional symbols <U> and <nu> have been retained. 

Standard: tuk 
dluh 
try uh 
ch'yuh 
gyuu 

fish 
cold 
otter 

coals 
worm 

1.9 Remove tbe symbols< r? >.and < ni >from tbe alphabet 

The symbols <r?> and <Dj> should not be included in the alphabet because these are 
just two consonants in a row which already have alphabet symbols. They can be written 
using the symbols <r>, < ' >, < n >, and <j>. 

2.0 Op the use of symbols 

2. 1 Do not write glottal stQp at the be&inning of a word when tbe Word be~ns with a 
vowel. 

A glottal stop is always pronounced if a word begins with a vowel. Because we know 
that a glottal stop will be pronounced if the word starts with a vowel, we do not need to 
write glottal stop at the beginning of the word. While glottal stop may be difficult to hear 
at the beginning of words, it shows up clearly when a prefix is added: 

'attai' 
sha'attai' 

bow 
my bow 
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We would always write glottal stop when it is no longer at the beginning of a word, for 
example: 

shi'ik 
taa'aii 

Standard: 

my jacket 
paddle 

aih 
sha'aii' 

2.2 Write low tone wherever it occurs. 

snowshoe 
my snowshoe 

Until recently, low tone was not written by Gwich'in speakers, since fluent speakers 
could determine which word was meant given two identically spelled words, from the 
context. However, there are advantages to writing low tone, especially for language 
learners. It is not possible to predict which vowel will have low tone, and iflow tone is 
marked, the language learner will correctly pronounce a word. An incorrect 
pronunciation (with high tone rather than low tone, for example) would lead to 
misunderstanding among his listeners. Additionally, if low tone is not marked, a large 
number of words which axe spelled the same but pronunced differently will result. For 
example, shih would be the spelling for both "bear" and "meat0

, and without any 
context, it would not be possible to differentiate the meanings. Even with a context, 
ambiguity could result 

It is not necessary to mark high tone on vowels since any vowel which is not marked 
with low tone will have high tone. Low tone is marked above a vowel using a grave 
accent. 

Standard: zhoh 
zhoh 
shih 
shih 

wolf 
snow 
meat 

bear 

2.3 When a word epds jn a short vowel followed by a dona) sto.p. always write low 
~ 

It is difficult to hear whether tone is high or low on a short vowel before a glottal stop. 
We have agreed. to write low tone on short vowels before a glottal stop, based on what 
we know about the history of the language. 

Standard: agho' someone's tooth 
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2.4 Write dottaJ. sto,p at the cod of a word wben it follows a short vowel. 

Glottal stop should always be written at the end of a word when it follows a short 
vowel. There are several reasons for this. Fmt, short vowels cannot occur at the end of 
a word all by themselves. Second, the standard practice in Alaska is to write glottal stop 
at the cod of the word after short vowels, and to mark the vowel as low tone. When 
glottal stop occurs at the end of the word after long vowels with low tone, it is not 
written. 

Standard: k'l' arrow 

2.5 Mark low tone on the first symbol in lomi vowels. vowel sequences and 
diphthon&s. 

In Alaska, we need to mark tone on both symbols in long vowels, vowel sequences and 
diphthongs because we have rising or falling tones. In the NWT, we do not have falling 
or rising tones, and so we just mark low tone on the first symbol, for example 
<ii oa aii >. (In Alaska, a hachek would be used to mark rising tone, and a caret 
to mark falling tone.) 

Standard: giniidikhih we are speaking 

2.6 Do not write elottal stqp at the end of a woni when it follows a Ion& low tone 
yowel. 

A glottal stop always is pronounced when there is a long low tone vowel at the end of a 
word. Because we can predict that there will be a glottal stop after a long low tone 
vowel, we do not need to write the glottal stop. 

We always write a glottal stop at the end of a word when it follows a consonant, for 
example: 

shikwaan' 
ezhir' 

myfuc 
bull moose 

A glottal stop is never pronounced at the end of a word when it follows a long high tone 
vowel, for example: 

chuu water 

Standard: daii fly 
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2.7 Whenever tbm are two possible pronunciations of a word. spell the word with the 
Oehl pronupciation. 

Older and more conservative speakers often pronounce a word with a [kh] sound, while 
younger and more innovative speakers use an [h] sound for the same word. For 
example: 

Consecyatiye 
kh~i' 
deetokh 

looovative 
h~i' 
deetoh 

Thank you 
across 

Since the pronunciations in Gwich'in reflect a difference between conservative or older 
forms, and innovative or newer forms, and since it is generally advisable to retain 
information about conservative forms, it is recommended that the spellings which reflect 
the (kh] pronunciation be used. 

Standard: deetokh across 

3.0 Word diyjsions 

3.1 Write patfkat. kwab. lee. mat. ts'at and bah. separate from the word. 

The words nat and kat are plural markers. The word kwah is a negative marker 
meaning "not". It is pronounced kwaa when it is not at the end of the sentence. The 
word lee is a question marker. The word gwat means "but". The word ts'at means 
"and". The word hab is a topic conjoining marker which is used in certain sentence 
types in the place of ts' at. 

We recommend that all of these "little words" or particles be written separately in 
Gwich'in. 

Standard: dinjii nat 
NH'in kwah. 
Dinjik lee t'iinch'uh? 
Ah@' nuh, gwat 
gat'iiniidhan kwah. 
Mary, John hah chuuzhih. 
Mary, John ts'a t 
Adam uu'an chuuzhii. 

people 
I don't sec him. 
Is it a moose? 
He said yes, but 
he didn't like it. 
Mary went with John. 
Mary, John and 
Adam went off. 

3.2 Write cboo and tsal as part of the word when the word has a different meaojn~ 
than a phrase would have. 

The word choo means "big", and the word tsal means "small" when used in a phrase. 
The words choo and tsal can also be used to build new words, in which case they no 
longer strictly mean "big" or "small". Compare the following examples, the first two of 
which arc phrases, and the second two of which are new words built using either choo 
or tsal: 
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big fish 
small child 
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Whenever choo or tsal is added to a word to build a new word, it should be written as 
part of the word. When choo or tsal simply describes a word in a sentence, it should 
be written separately. 

Standard: taiichoo horse 
chuuchoo ocean 
U'oochoo rope 
gwitsal it is small 

3.3 Always write a posiposition separate unless it takes a prefix or it Cannot be 
separated from a Verb <i.e. it is part of the Verb itself>. 

A postpOsition is a word which follows a noun, such as chii, kwantat, or tr'ih. 
Some postpasitions include kak, ts'at, bah, and eenjit. A postposition is always 
written on its own, unless it occurs with a prefix, such as gwi- in the word gwits'at. 
The only other time a postposition is not wrinen separately is when it is part of a verb, 
for example the postpOsition -na- in the verb nah'in'. The following examples show a 
postpasition written on its own, a postposition written together with a prefix, and a 
postposition written together with a verb: 

John, srii .b.i.b. tuk t'ih. 

Gwi~ tr'ahch'uh gwimil 
tuhch'uh dha'aih. 

Mary john nah'in'. 

John cut the fish with a knife. 

The bread is in the oven. 

Mary watched John. 

Standard: Mary, chii Uk dhidih. Mary sat on a rock. 

K'eedai' john, Mary 
u:l1 giinkhii. 

john kwantat gwiW!, ahaa. 
john tr'ih ts'at gwinah'in. 

Y csterday John 
spoke to Mary. 

John walked to town. 
John looks at the 
boat. 
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3,4 Always write the fmmal. slow speech forms of wonis. 

In Gwicb'in, u in any language, there is a difference between formal, careful, slow 
speech and informal, fast speech. Most. if not all, written texts in any language encode 
the slow speech forms. Compare the examples of slow speech and fast speech given 
below: 

Slow speech 

I want to go 

Did you eat? 

Do you know what 
I am going to do? 

East mcech 

I wanna go 

Dject? 

Y'know what'm gonna do? 

While it should be emphasized that fast speech forms arc normal, and that in fact. 
everyone does use informal and formal speech depending on the situation in which 
he/she is speaking (e.g. a religious speech vs. a chat on the street with a friend), the 
slow speech forms arc preferable to use in writing. The major reason for this is that it 
aids the language learner in identifying grammatically important pans of words. and in 
seeing the relationship between words and pans of words. 

3.5 Always choose the conservative forms as the Standard forms when writine. 

In some cases, conttaeted or shortened forms have become normal for younger speakers 
of Gwich'in. In these cases, contracted forms should be checked against the speech of 
elders in a community, in order to detennine what the fonnal speech form would be. 
Conservative fonns arc to be chosen in preference to the iMovative fonns when writing 
Gwich'in words. The reasons for choosing conservative forms are: 

-conservative speech preserves important grammatical infonnation 
-conservative forms reflect the speech of elders who arc culturally important. 

Innovative 

t'agwa'ah 
tr' it 
Vichi' 

Conservative 

t'agwaha'ah 
gwitr'it 
vitshl' 

be will work 
he works 
his head 

3.6 When tMl mm of a compound word caonot stand alone. they are to be written as 
one woni. 

A compound word is a word which is built up of two (or more) words. Nouns, verbs 
or postpositions can be added together to build a new, compound word in Gwich'in. 
Examples of compound words are given below: 

Nesrijahch'uu k'anahtih 
they arc poor-he takes care of them 

social worker 
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tr'igiikhii zheh 
they are spetldng-house 

gwit'eh tr'ahch'uh 
it-under-they cook 

dzih daattih 
gum-soap 
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church 

oven 

lye 

We always write a compound word as two separate words, unless one pan of the 
compound word cannot be written as a word on its own. For example, look at the 
following compound word: 

tukvir 
tuk 

boiled fish 
fish 

yahv ir he cooks 
In this case, one pan of the compound, -vir. cannot be written as a word on its own. 
Both pans of the compound word, tulc and -vir, must be written together as one 
word. 

Standard: dzih daaUih 
tukvir 
ninji'ihthat 

lye 
boiled fish 
I think 

3.7 When compounds contain three or more pans. each part is to be written separately. 

Whenever a compound word is built up of three or more words, each word must be 
written separately. In this case, it docs not matter whether each part can be written as a 
word on its own or not 

Standard: vanchoh nak'oh zhak dhitin 
tthah tsal dhoh 

3.8 Write the possessive prefix as pan of the noun. 

nine 
sewing bag 

A possessive JRfix is a pan added to the beginning of a noun, and carries the meaning 
"my" or "~ or "his/her", etc. It is always written together with the noun. 

Standard: wti' 
nitl' 

my father 
your father 
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4.0 Punctpttlqp 

4. 1 Use gpngrinp marks. Use En&lisb punctuation and capitalization practices. 

The standard practice in writing Gwich'in has been to follow English capitaliz.ation and 
punctuation practices. The rules of capitalization are given below: 

1. Capitalize the first letter only in a digraph such as: 
ch, ch', db, di, dr, dz, gw, kw, kb, ng, sh. sr, th, tt, ti', tr, ts', 
ts, ts', zh 

2. Capitali7.e the first letter only in a trigraph such as: 
ddh, dzb, ghw, khw, tth, tth', tsh, tsh' 

3. Capitalize both pans of a compound word if the word is a proper noun (such as a 
person's name or place name): 

Chuuvee Gwich'in 
Ddhah Zhit Han 
Teett'it Zheh 
Drit 

Alclavik people 
Rat River 
Fort McPherson 
man's name 

While a question mark <?> is not actually required in Gwich'in because the particle lee 
is used in all questions, it is suggested that writing a question mark may assist language 
learners. It is recommended that a double space be left between a glottal stop, written 
< '> and quote marks < " > to eliminate any possible confusion. 

Standard: "john, aanaih, jii gwiny,h'in," juunuh. 
"John, come and sec this," he said. 

4.2 Gwich'in alphabet symbols and alphabetic ordCI 

The alphabetic order and standard symbols of the Gwich'in alphabet arc given below. 
This order shou1d be used in all dictionaries. 

daa'aii axe 
a at'an' leaf 
ai taih hill 
ao gaonahtan teacher 
b beebii baby 
ch chii rock 
ch' ch'lk plate 
d dinjii man 

ddh ddhah mountain 
db dhik'ii arctic char 
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0 dl dlak squiml 
dr drah cache 

. dz dzan muskrat 
'~} 

dzh dzhii bird 
e el tin jacldish 

l eii gwiinleii many 
g geh rabbit 

) 
gh aghoo egg 
ghw ghwan lumpy 
gw gwitsak nails 

J 
h han river 
i ineedzit bumblebee 

Q 
j jak berries 
k kaiitrih mukluks 
k' k'aii willow 

0 kh khyah trap 

khw nakhwanh us 
kw kwan' fire, matches 

0 1 Hdii tea 

!' taii dog 

) m mahsi' thank you 
n niinjii lynx 
n' nln' moss 

) nd ndee eyes 
ng daang four 

0 nh vahanh her mother 
0 ok eddy 
r chiiruk comb 

J s san' star 

sh shih grizzly bear 

0 
sr srii knife 
t tah socks 
t' t'eh feather 

J th th oh belt 
tth tthah awl 

0 
tth' tth'an bone 
tt jak ttoo berry pudding 
tt' U'oo grass 

D tr troo firewood 
tr' tr'ih boat 

0 
'.l 

_.I 
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n ts tsee beaver 
ts' ts'it porcupine 

J 
tsh teetsbik creek 
tsh' tshyuh charcoal 
u tuk fish 

Q v van lake 
y yakaih northern lights 

J 
z sriizaii blunt knife 
zh zhoh wolf 
zr daazraii swan 
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